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Abstract— We present the I3DC system prototype, which
constructs the cube for tens of millions of data items within
milliseconds, and provides high-quality cube visualization as well
as highly-interactive OLAP operations. Our approach is based
on a novel blending-as-aggregation (BAA) algorithm that maps
distributive OLAP aggregations to the intrinsic rendering
mechanisms of the GPU. Our system runs entirely on the GPU
and requires no precomputations.

I. INTRODUCTION
In On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) technologies, the
cornerstone operation is the construction and exploration of
data cubes [1], or aggregations over combinations of attributes
along multiple attribute hierarchies. Since the construction of
cubes requires heavy computation and explosive storage, it is
often done offline over data warehouses. Even so, online
operations on pre-computed cubes, e.g., pivot, slice and dice,
roll-up and drill-down, can also become expensive and
hamper system performance. Moreover, there is little work on
interactive three-dimensional visual presentation and
manipulation of data cubes. Such systems can greatly improve
user experience and analytical effectiveness.
To support online construction and highly interactive
exploration of data cubes, we present the I3DC system, which
runs entirely on the graphics processing unit (GPU). The GPU
is a unique class of parallel hardware that is specialized for
graphics processing. On the one hand, its graphics pipeline is
highly optimized for interactive multimedia technologies,
such as the 3D processing, which exploits the spatial
recognition abilities of the human visual system (HVS). On
the other hand, the GPU is a rapidly evolving parallel
processor with 10x higher computation and 10x higher
memory bandwidth than commodity CPUs. Therefore, we
seek to use the GPU for both online construction and
interactive visual exploration of data cubes.
Examining the GPU for data cubes, we find an interesting
match between OLAP aggregations and color-blending
operators that are commonly used in graphics applications,
such as ADD, MIN, and MAX. These blending operators are
fundamental rendering functions and are greatly accelerated
by the GPU hardware. Moreover, since these operators occur
in the rendering pipeline, the results can be readily displayed
online. The only caveat in this match is that, the precision of
visualization is limited by the range of colors recognizable by
human eyes. Therefore, the aggregation results visualized in
colors can mainly serve as overall comparisons as opposed to
exact observations. We believe such overall comparison by
color intensity is intuitive to users, since it takes advantage of
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the sensitivity of human visual system to colors. Furthermore,
it avoids overwhelming the user with large numbers and wide
ranges of aggregation results, thus facilitating user exploration
and visualization of the data. Additionally, the system is able
to label exact values with text based upon user requests.
To compute aggregations using GPU color-blending, we
develop a novel blending-as-aggregation (BAA) algorithm
that maps distributive OLAP aggregations to the intrinsic
rendering mechanisms of the GPU. Given an OLAP fact table
with tens of millions of rows, our BAA algorithm constructs
and visualizes the cube at interactive speeds without any precomputation or extra storage in main memory. Both the
computation and the visualization are done in a single pass
using GPU processors and video memory. To facilitate highly
interactive exploration in a data cube, we develop a 3D
graphics user interface (GUI), also purely on the GPU, for
cube navigation and operations, such as pivot, slice and dice,
roll-up and drill-down. Additionally, we incorporate several
information visualization and graphics methods to enhance the
user experience.
In summary, we present our I3DC system prototype, which
constructs and visualizes the data cube for tens of millions of
data records within milliseconds, provides high-quality 3D
visualization and highly-interactive manipulation, and runs
entirely on the GPU. Previous work [2] has addressed GPUbased aggregations; however, due to the lack of precision and
integer support on the GPU at that time, their methods were
based on occlusion queries on the GPU, which are relatively
slow compared with color blending. In addition, their GPU
computation did not help visualization. Compared with our
previous work on GPUQP [3], which addresses general
relational database operations on the GPU, this work focuses
on OLAP computation and visualization on the GPU.
II. I3DC DESCRIPTION
The architecture of I3DC is shown in Fig. 1. In the
following, we first introduce the visualization and interaction,
and then describe the BAA algorithm.
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User Interaction
cube computation; 3D cube navigation; brush; pivot; rollup,
drill-down; slice, dice; personalized GUI

Visualization
3D scatterplots; Focus+Context; high-quality particles;
multiple perspectives;

Blending-As-Aggregation
Sum, Cnt, Avg, Max, Min

Fig. 1 Architecture of I3DC

A. Visualization and Interaction
The main window of I3DC is shown in Fig. 3. It consists of
four regions, namely Settings, Text, Focus and Context.
First, in the Settings region, the user configures the data
cube. The process consists of loading a table to the graphics
memory (GRAM), selecting up to three attributes as well as
the aggregation function, and assigning each attribute to one
of the three axes of the visualization space. The user can
choose one, two, or three dimensions to display (and group
by), resulting in a 1D, 2D or 3D scatterplot, respectively. Next,
we take the 3D case as an example.
On each dimension, the user can choose a granularity level
from the dimension hierarchy. The default is the coarsest
granularity in the hierarchy. In the example in Fig. 3, the cube
shows the average number of units sold in each quarter, for
each family of product and each retailer. The aggregation in
each cube cell is displayed as a transparent particle with the
luminance indicating the value. The particle size suggests its
spatial distance from the viewer.
Both Focus and Context regions are 3D viewports and can
capture user input. Focus is what the user currently sees
during the navigation, and the view is adapted to the window
size; Context tracks his/her current position in the
visualization world. The Text region floats above Focus and is
updated with the information of current interaction events.
The navigation follows common 3D GUI conventions that
use mouse movement to change the direction, and the arrow
keys to move the position. The user can freely shift between
the first and third person perspectives using the left or right
mouse button. First person is more immersive and user-centric;
third person is more objective and data-centric. The user can
check the exact aggregation values by brushing particles using
the middle mouse button. The brush result is shown both in
the Text region and near the cursor.
The user can pivot the cube by reassigning dimension
attributes to the visualization window axes. He/She can drill
down any displayed dimension to the leaf, or roll it up to the
root of the dimension hierarchy. If the data is too dense along
one dimension, the user can re-scale it for better visibility.
During the drilling/ rolling/ scaling, the underlying grid and
the labels are updated accordingly.
The user can perform slicing and dicing with the guidance
of six cutting planes (Fig. 3). Perpendicular to each axis, there
are two parallel planes, indicating the starting and ending
positions of the dicing. If the two planes have the same
position, it becomes a slicing. The user presses a number key
between “1”-“6” for the ID of the plane, and moves the
corresponding cutting plane along the axis by rolling the
mouse wheel. The diced part of the cube can be selected out
(Fig. 8 right) and further explored as a new cube.
The user can personalize display-related settings as shown
in Fig. 3. The user may also sample, filter or distort the data
via given sampling and transforming functions.
B. Blending-as-aggregation
The data flow of rendering a data cube is shown in Fig. 2
left. First, the fact table is copied from main memory into a

texture in the GRAM. A texture is a 2D array of elements of
numerical data types such integers or floats. Suppose each row
has eight attributes that are 4-byte words, then a typical
GRAM of 768MB can store a table of over 20 million rows.
After the data is copied in, we can release the table in main
memory and keep the schema only.
At each frame, we render a batch of points, each of which
corresponding to one row. For each point, we read the row
from the texture, translate the dimension values into the 3D
position (considering current dimension level), and translate
the measure value to the color luminance. We draw a highquality particle for each point. This point is projected to a
screen position (Fig. 2 right). Its color is blended with the
pixel already drawn on that position. The blending result is
written back to the screen pixel. After all points are drawn, a
frame is displayed.
The blending functions that the GPU supports include ADD,
MIN, MAX. For Sum, Min and Max aggregations, we assign
the measure value to the particle luminance, and set the
blending function to be ADD, MIN and MAX, respectively.
For Cnt, we assign a value 1 to the luminance of each particle
and set the blending to be ADD. Since all particles that reside
in the same cell of the three displayed dimensions are blended,
the rendering result is a cube of particles with the color
luminance indicating aggregation values. Note that no explicit
computation is performed in the entire rendering process. For
Avg, we first render the particles to a texture to produce Sum
and Cnt results, and in a second pass, render a quad that reads
the texture and performs a division at each pixel.
Main memory

schema
new point

dimension
values
position
new point

GRAM

measure
value

update pixel
blend

luminance
Avg
Sum&Cnt

Sum, Cnt,
Min, Max

Sum/Cnt
Display

already drawn pixels
after all points are drawn, display

Fig. 2 Blending-as-aggregation algorithm. Left: Data flow. Right: GPU
blending mechanism.

A subtle issue is that two 3D points at different positions
may be projected onto the same screen pixel due to the
direction of the viewport, causing erroneous aggregation
values. Upon detection of such occurrences, we only need to
perturb the view slightly to re-project these points.
We have implemented I3DC on a GeForce8800GTX GPU.
Without any data culling, we can construct and render a cube
for 10M records (8 attributes) at an interactive speed of 5
frames per second. Therefore each construction-andvisualization only costs about 200ms. In practice, we usually
enable filtering and sampling, and the performance can be
much higher even on much larger tables.
III. DEMONSTRATION
We take an example to illustrate our demo plan. We
provide the user a fact table following the schema from the
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OLAP council APB-1 benchmark [4]. Part of its schema,
including the dimension hierarchies, is listed in Table 1.
TABLE I
PART OF THE SCHEMA OF APB-1 BENCHMARK [4]

Time
Year
Quarter
Month

Dimension hierarchies
Product
Customer
Division
Retailer
Line
Store
Family
…

…

Measures
Units
…

Initially, we examine the average number of units sold
grouped by the year and the product division (Fig. 4). The
color luminance tells us that the second year had more
Division-2 products sold than the first year. We drill down
both dimensions to a more detailed level (Fig. 5). It appears
that for products of Family- 10 and above, the sales before
Quarter-2 was relatively poor, and the sales after Quarter-5
was relatively good. Now we want to know whether other
dimensions are related to this phenomenon. So we expand a
third dimension, Customer, on the z-axis (Fig. 6). We find
that the observed contrast in sales is correlated with the
retailers. In particular, three retailers have performed very
well after Quarter-5 on those products, whereas three other
retailers have performed poorly before Quarter-2 and might
have caused the overall low sales of that period. We navigate
into the cube to check the poorly performed records (Fig. 7).

Now we would like to examine the individual sales records
of the ninth retailer. We successively dice on the x- (Fig. 8
left), and y- (Fig. 8 middle) axes, and perform a slicing on the
z-axis (Fig. 3). After clicking on the “Select” button, we can
examine this retailer’s poor performance for the first three
quarters (Fig. 8 right). The user can save the corresponding
records as a new table or export it to a flat file.
We will encourage the user to play with the demo and
experience the exciting navigation and query in an ad hoc
manner. We will also show the system frame-per-second (FPS)
on tens of millions of records, and present the scalability with
varying data size.
In addition to the presented algorithm, our ongoing work
includes (1) advanced operations such as distinct and rank, (2)
CPU/GPU co-processing, and (3) incorporation of existing
CPU-based pre-computation schemes.
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Text

the luminance
scale of the
particles

Settings

the sample /
filter function

the coordinate
scale of each
axis

Context

choose the aggregation type

the luminance indicates aggregation value;
the size indicates spatial distance
choose the measure
choose the dimension to bind to x coordinate
when checked, the user can dice on this axis

choose the hierarchy level to show
select out the diced data
show original table

Fig. 3 I3DC window, dicing on all three axes
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Fig. 4 Initially, show Time.Year on x-axis and Product.Division on y-axis.

Fig. 5 Drill Time to Quarter and drill Product to Family.

Fig. 6 Add Customer.Retailer on z-axis.

Fig. 7 Navigate into the cube.

Fig. 8 Dicing. Left: Dicing on x-axis. Middle: Further dicing on y-axis. Right: Selected results after dicing on all three axes, as shown in Fig. 3
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